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ABSTRACT 

The present thesis reports research works by the author (in collaboration with 

few others) on various aspects of cosmic rays in the Pe V region. The main objectives 

of the thesis are [i] to study the detail characteristics of few extensive air shower (EAS) 

parameters/observables from a detailed Monte Carlo (MC) simulation and to examine 

their primary mass sensitivity for the purpose of exploiting them in understanding the 

nature of shower initiating particles in the Pe V energy regime through multi

parameter approach of studying EAS, [ii] to study the role of air shower fluctuations in 

estimating hadron-air interaction cross section through EA.S technique, and [iii) to 

quantifY the neutrino and gamma-ray signatures (~f Pe V cosmic rays fl they are 

accelerated by polar caps ofpulsars. 

a precise estirnation ofprimary mass, modern experiments are more and more 

relying on the multi-parameter approach of studying EAS. Under the context one of the main 

objectives of the present thesis work was to examine whether the shower age parameter that 

essentially describes the slope the lateral distribution of electrons in EAS can effectively be 

uti!izedfor extracting information about the nature of shower initiating particles. We proposed 

way jor the unambiguous estimation of the lateral shower age parameter frmn electron 

densities at d(fferent radial distances and then its correlation with other K4S observables has 

a simulation Subsequently we explore 

the parameter may play in a multi-parameter approach of studying EAS to understand the 

nature of' shower initiating particles. 

Distinguishing gamma-ray and hadron initiated EASs based on lateral 

distribution electrons has been studied MC simulations which in turn may 

to understand sourcet·i cosmic ravs in 

The possibility of using the local lateral shower age parameter of EAS fbr the gamma

hadron separation has been explored. The proposed observable might be particularly 

useful for surface detector experiments those have no reliable muon measurement 

facilities. 

From an analysis of MC simulation data it is revealed that an asymmetry may 

develop in positive and negative muon numbers about the shower axis depending on 

the geomagnetic field at the location of the observation. Such an asymmetry is 

particularly pronounced at certain zenith and azimuth angle range. From the present 

investigation a new primary mass sensitive parameter, the so called muonic dipole 
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length is proposed and is estimated from the a!}ymmetry in muon distributions. The 

implications of such an effect on EAS observations have been discussed. 

The p-air cross-section is estimated from EAS studies either by evaluating the 

absorption of the proton initiated EAS flux penetrating the atmosphere or from the 

distribution of the depth of shower maximum. The former approach is, however, 

affected mainly by the intrinsic fluctuations associated with EASs those are generally 

disentangled using Monte Carlo simulation technique. Here we have critically 

examined this aspect and pointed out that the air shower fluctuations has limited effect 

on cross-section measurements. 

several experimental observations and theoretical considerations it is believed that 

cosmic of V energies (in fact up ro 100 or even 3000 V) are of galactic origin. 

Supernova remnant and pulsars (including pulsar wind nebulae) are the most promising 

candidates for the galactic cosmic ray sources. Because (~(the deflection of charged cosmic rays 

the interstellar cosmic ray flux loses all the information about the 

direction to 

interactions c~l energetic cosrnic rays with the ambient matter in the source 

sources can be ident~fied by observing appropriate .fluxes 

olthis we derived expressions.forjlux 

gamma- rays 


